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Islam is Arabic word which means submission to 

the will of Allah.and anybody who accepts Islam. 

Islam called him Muslim.Islam is a holly religion, 

which has lot followers in the world. It has five 

basses: cread, prayer, fast, alms, and 

pilgrimage.Islam has emerged from soudia Arabia 

 

Mohammadand the messenger of this religion is 

Islam has one holly book which name holly .
 PBUH)(

Quran. 

prophet. the last is 
PBUH) ( 

Mohammad

was born in Makah in 571 AD He 
(PBUH) 

Mohammad

was orphan.his father Abdullah died before he was 

born His Mother Amena died when he was a child 

of six months then He lived with his 

grandfather,abdulmuttaleb,and then with his loving 

was poor and he 
(PBUH) 

uncle Abu taleb. Mohammad

worked as a shepherd to help his uncle.He was 

very honest and people called him the 

truthful(Sadiq,amen)when he was twenty-five years 

old he got married to a rich widow khadeeja bent 
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arried forty 
(PBUH)  

when Mohammadkhuwailed.

years.he became the messeger of allah.He started 

spreading the message of Islam in Makah.the first 

few years were very difficult for the prophet.In 622 

AD Allah ordered him to move to medina.Then he 

lived in medina for eleven years. 

The people of medina supported him a lot and at 

last our great and Loving leader died on the 12th of 

rabei al awal,11 hijsra(633AD)in medina. 

Ramadan/fast is the month of the Islamic calendar. 

It is a time of fasting for the Muslim peoples. 

Each day during,this month Muslims all over the 

world abstain from eating drinking and smoking. 

Fasting is educating the Muslim in 

spirituality,humility and patience.fasting is 

cleansing the sins of all Muslims around the world. 

Ramadan is a time for Muslims to fast for the sake 

 of allah and this is very good and important to do 

more prayer in this month than other months. 

Fasting is one of the five pillars of the Islam 

religion and also one of the main types of Islamic 

worship.in comparison to the solar calendar 

Ramadan dates differ moving forward 

approximately ten days every year and guessed to 

the fast that it is a moving holiday which is 

dependent on the moon.Ramadan is the month in 
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which the holy verses of the Quran were reduced 

children are 
(PBUH)

Mohammadon prophet 

required to begin fasting from the age of 

puberty.now should do every Muslim work for 

Islam.and we should save the holly Quarn. 

And we should Give the promot of islam. 

And save the holly Quarn obligation from us. 

The people job is elevated the more peoples. 

And every person should learn the Quarn. 

We must should do work for Islam. 
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